Your Plug-And-Play Turnkey Money Machine!

WAIT! BEFORE YOU CONTINUE...
Download Your FREE Report Worth
$47 Now Before It's Gone Forever:
"The BIG System To Making REAL
MONEY On The Internet...And How
To Finally Succeed On The Internet!"
Fill In Your First Name And Email For Instant Download:
First Name:
Email Address:
YES! Let Me Download This Report Now!

(Please Check Your Email For Download Information. Your Information Will Never Be Sold Or Shared With
Anyone. We Respect Your Privacy And Hate SPAM With A Passion Too!)

The Internet's Fastest, Easiest And Laziest 'Plug-And-Play' System For
Making Immediate Money Online...Introducing...

"The Turnkey Money Machine That
Prints Non-Stop Profits For You
Automatically, The Lazy Way!"
Once You Turn On This Plug-And-Play In-A-Box Money System, It
Can't Stop Sending You Cash...Even If You Want It To!
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PROOF: US$549,784.82 In Autopilot Profits!

Click Here To Print Your Own Autopilot Profits Now!
From: Ewen Chia
Date: Sunday, August 31, 2008
Dear Friend,
Now that I have your attention, I'm going to smack you upside the head with an automatic, plug-and-play
profit system even a monkey could use.
That paycheck you just saw is from one of my accounts for one two-week period. ONE account (I have
multiple accounts collecting cash right this minute).
It's a heck of a lot more than most online marketers put in as they beat their heads against the wall for a
measly $100 or $200 a month. And with a fraction of the effort.
Literally minutes per day, on days I choose to work at all - and even if I don't do a thing.

The rest of the time, the system runs on complete autopilot, and just dumps money
into my accounts without me having to lift a finger!
If you're new to online marketing and you're looking for how to get started FAST, this is it.
If you've been around a while and you're dissatisfied with your results, this is a way to start seeing the
reward you've wanted for so long.
Keep reading...
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Imagine Seeing Cash In Minutes From Now
I'm going to give you a true plug-and-play, in-a-box system literally anybody—no matter what your skill level
—can understand and use to generate cash in hours or even minutes from now!
This is as close to an honest "set it and forget it" system you'll ever find.
All you have to do is plug in some traffic, and watch the money roll in like a tsunami. And I'm going to give
you killer strategies for getting more traffic than Manhattan at rush hour, mostly at zero cost.
Some online gurus will tell you it takes time to build an online business. But I'm here to tell you it does NOT
take much time to see cash.
Lots of cash. So much cash you might think it's illegal. Trust me, it's not.
And that's spendable cash in your bank account. You can use your cash to buy that expensive sports car
you've had your eye on, upgrade to a new house, take that dream trip you've been putting off until you
"made it" online...whatever you want!
You don't need any of the stuff that takes a long time to set up...
●

You don't need to spend time creating a technically beautiful website (you don't need a site at
all).

●

You don't need to hunt for a winning product to sell.

●

You don't need to spend big bucks on great sales copy.

●

●

You don't need employees, or inventory, or any of the things that make a "business" a pain in
the neck.
You don't even need a single idea of your own.

I'm going to take care of all that, and then some. The hard work is done!
It might take you an hour or two to read and digest this system (if you take your sweet time about it). All you
have to do is exactly what I tell you to do.
Plug this "no-brainer" system in, flip the switch and collect the money. Yes, it IS that easy.

Introducing The Autopilot Profits™ System Your Plug-And-Play Turnkey Money Machine!
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I know what I'm talking about, and I've proven
it over and over again.
The Autopilot Profits™ System is a plugand-play turnkey machine which works like
mad to deposit instant profits into your
bank account 24/7!
All you've to do is set it up and it runs
automatically to suck in mega wads of cash
for you.
This is going to be a very profitable
partnership between me and you, where you
get the lion's share of the profits!
Maybe you've heard the phrase:
"Give a man a fish and he'll eat for a day...
but teach a man to fish and he'll eat for a
lifetime"...

Well, I'm Going To Feed You Silly AND Teach
You How To Fish At The Same Time Too!
This is an absolutely amazing opportunity you can't miss out on...
And here's a small sample of what you'll discover in just minutes from now:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Precisely how to find a "hungry crowd" who will buy almost anything you offer them. This is a
gold mine for anybody trying to make money online.
The hungriest crowd in history, and how even somebody without a big name or a mailing list can give
these folks exactly what they're craving right now.
Step-by-step instructions for how to find an offer that will draw buyers like bees to honey—when you
pick smart, people can't resist.
A whopping nine special forces guerrilla tactics for generating an avalanche of traffic like
greased lightning, often in less than 24 hours...and most won't cost you a penny, or require a
website.
The easiest, most effective website anybody can create (if you choose to) that opens up even more
doors for generating huge traffic to any offer you want.
How to get paid automatically twice a month. It's like getting a paycheck, but without the crummy
J.O.B.
The "lazy" way to automate a huge chunk of everything you have to do to pile up the money.
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This will seem like cheating, but it's really a 100% legit way to squash your competition.
●

How you can be using the system in only minutes, with minimal "set-up" work. You really can
be on the way to big bucks in just minutes from now.

Bottom line, you're going to herd monstrous hordes of people to an offer so compelling they'll be stumbling
over themselves to take out their wallet and give you money.
You don't even have to worry about how you get it. The cash will just show up automatically in your mailbox.
And if you choose to go the simplest, easiest route—where I do about 95% of the work for you—I'm talking
about serious money with almost no effort.
The Autopilot Profits™ System is literally all you need.
I recommend a couple tools that cost a little bit of money, but they're OPTIONAL. Contrary to what lots of
so-called experts say, you don't have to spend another dime to start the cash flowing into your bank
account.
You just have to be able to read and follow simple, clear instructions.
Don't you get sick and tired of "systems" that don't connect all the dots?
Well, I'm telling you about all the dots you need to know, and I'm connecting them so clearly you simply
can't miss what you need to do, and how to do it.

What The Heck Is This Plug-And-Play Turnkey
"System"?
I can't spill the beans. Only buyers get to find out.
Listen, I'm putting my reputation on the line to get this into your hands so you can prove to yourself that
making money online is ridiculously easy. If you haven't been seeing big money on a regular basis, you've
been making it too hard!
I wanted to make this so blindingly easy that any beginner can pick it up, understand it
immediately, start driving traffic within 24 hours (or less) and see profit in a few days.
Nothing else will prove my system works. And by "works", I mean it can blow your doors off!
Will it? That depends on you. I can't force you to do just a little typing and start the paychecks flowing. You
have to be willing to take that baby step. But that's all, because nothing else is required.
Here's how powerful this really is:

●

●

Most people have no idea where to start. I'm going to tell you where to start, so you don't even
have to think about it. It doesn't take coaching that costs thousands of dollars. It takes a coach who
knows what he's talking about and can boil it down to the essentials.
Most people waste time on trivial stuff that keeps them busy, but not making progress. With
my help, you're going to skip right past the distractions and focus like a guided missile on what really
counts.
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●

●

The "tech stuff" scares most people. Breathe easy. Put it out of your mind. You won't have to do
anything technical at all, except use a keyboard and a web browser.
Most beginners have no idea how to stand on their own two feet once the training wheels
come off. I'm going to give you a plug-and-play system that generates profit 24/7...and you never
have to turn it off. You can go beyond that, though, and I'll show you exactly how.

And to make sure this is the easiest, fastest way to start printing cash online, you'll also get a...

COMPLETE Set Of Easy To Follow, "Do-ThisThen-Do-That" Step-By-Step Video Tutorials!

These extremely revealing step-by-step videos cover everything you need to know to be up and running
with your Autopilot Profit™ System immediately after you're done watching.
I wasn't going to include these, but I know some people learn better with their eyes and ears. And believe
me, the videos take this from no-brainer to almost unconsciously easy.
With the blueprint, plus these videos, you'll have everything you need to start printing money 24/7 right
away...legally.

Don't Waste Time Trying To "Figure Out" What
Works...
I already know what works, and I'm telling you.
Lots of people will tell you making money online is hard, or takes time to figure out, or requires you to be
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super-smart. Poppycock!
You can download my system, read it over lunch, get up and running in an hour or two (if you take
your sweet time) and start seeing cold hard cash within a day.
I flat-out defy anyone to make this any easier than this plug-and-play system makes it.
I'm confident you can pistol whip all your online marketing demons and pile up mountains cash like
nobody's business. I'm so confident of that, I'm giving you my...

"Rock Your World, Or Cost You Nothing"
100% Money-Back Guarantee!
Download my system right now, and put it to the test within the next 8 WEEKS. If you're not
seeing shockingly good results by then (by your own standards), I don't want your money, and
I'll give back every penny back to you and you will be removed from the database. No questions
asked, no hassles.

This Is Easier Than Balancing Your Checkbook...
Remember my goal of making this "falling off a log" easy? I think I succeeded, in spades.
I don't care if you're brand new to the Internet. I don't care if you've tried "everything" out there and
haven't been able to make a dime. I don't care if you've never had an online success EVER.
If you can balance your own checkbook, you've got way more than enough brain power to make
this work for you.
Here's what I mean...
●

●

●

●

Once you get this set up, you'll make money automatically 24/7, even while you're sleeping or
having fun doing something else. You won't be chained to your computer slaving away.
Your checks show up automatically. You won't be waiting on anybody else who might "forget" to
pay. You'll get paid on autopilot, just like clockwork.
It doesn't have to cost you a dime. There's no thinking about what to buy to "make this work". You
can choose to spend some money on certain traffic generation approaches, but you don't have to.
Unlike most things, you can start immediately. This isn't a "slow-and-steady" system—it's a "fast
and overwhelmingly profitable" avalanche rolling right into your bank account.

When you fire up this system, you're going to feel like you've gotten an ATM set up in your house,
and somebody comes and fills the thing up with money every night.

So How Much Are You Gonna Hit Me Up For?
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I've charged $1,997.00 a seat for my seminars, and they sell out in hours. But you won't pay anything
close to that for this system that gives you the puzzle pieces you've been missing.
People pay me $797.00 an hour just to get one online marketing "secret" out of me. You won't, and I'm
going to give you every secret you need.
Some so-called gurus will sell you garbage that distracts you rather than helping you fill your bank account,
and they'll charge you $297.00 for it. But I'm offering you the genuine system, and I won't charge you
even close to that amount.
In fact if you act on this right NOW...

Your Total Investment Is Just A Measly
$1,997.00 $797.00, $297.00, $97.00, $27 For
Everything!
Pick your jaw up off the floor. You're not seeing things, and I'm not crazy. But...
This is an *introductory* offer, and it won't last forever - In fact I'll be increasing the price without
warning ANYTIME.
It could be the next minute, it could be tomorrow - one thing's for sure, I'll be pushing the price up to at
least $97.00 sooner than you think...
There's really no time to lose.
You can get this NOW for less than what you probably spend on internet access...

>>Click Here To Download Autopilot Profits Now!<<

You're Getting Financial Freedom For Pennies...
Tired of messing around? Weary of banging your head against the wall? Then skip past all the pain, and
jumpstart your profits NOW...
When the price goes up to $97.00 anytime now, don't be kicking yourself over the fact you could've
taken advantage of this for almost nothing.
Sometimes in life, you have to decide to pick yourself up by your own bootstraps, take action and make
things happen...
I'm giving you all the tools, and a complete in-a-box system you can pick up, flip the switch and start
collecting cash in just minutes from now so do the right thing...
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YES! Give Me The Entire Autopilot Profits™
System Now!
I Want To Download This Immediately Before The Price
Goes Up Anytime Without Warning...

I understand I'll be downloading the entire Autopilot Profits™ System for a tiny one-time payment of just
$1,997.00, $797.00, $297.00 $97.00 $27 when I act now!
This is my own plug-and-play turnkey money machine and it includes everything, including the complete
blueprint and amazing step-by-step videos to get me making automatic profits immediately!
I can get started now and see cash in minutes from now if I apply what I learned, and this is backed by a full
8 weeks 100% money-back guarantee - if I don't see results I'm overjoyed with in that time, I'll get all my
money back from you!

On that basis, let me start now before it's too late!

Click Here Now For Instant Download!

{Processed Through ClickBank Secure SSL Server)
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(I reserve the right to end this discount at anytime without warning.)

There's no need to be frustrated anymore. Grab the Autopilot Profits™ System today and finally start
seeing the massive profits you've dreamed about...
To Your Success!

PS. Get in NOW before the price skyrockets to $97.00 soon!
It's going to happen, but you can get in now on the ground floor and download the entire Autopilot
ProfitsTM System for just pennies on the dollar...
PPS. Remember, all the risk is on me. I want you to kick the tires on this thing and put my system through
its paces for almost two full months. If you don't start seeing cash that make you giggle with glee
within that time, I don't want your money and you'll get everything back!
PPPS. You've never been handed an opportunity like this on a silver platter before. You don't even have
to think about it. Click here now for your autopilot paychecks!
This plug-and-play system is precisely what you need start making real money online, instead of
dreaming about it.
Even if you're a non-techie...even if you think it's hopeless (I assure you, it's not) - Click here now and
start seeing real money, real profits...

Earnings Disclaimer
EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND IT'S POTENTIAL. EVEN THOUGH THIS
INDUSTRY IS ONE OF THE FEW WHERE ONE CAN WRITE THEIR OWN CHECK IN TERMS OF EARNINGS, THERE IS NO
GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL EARN ANY MONEY USING THE TECHNIQUES AND IDEAS IN THESE MATERIALS. EXAMPLES IN
THESE MATERIALS ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF EARNINGS. EARNING POTENTIAL IS
ENTIRELY DEPENDENT ON THE PERSON USING OUR PRODUCT, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES. WE DO NOT PURPORT THIS AS A
“GET RICH SCHEME.”
ANY CLAIMS MADE OF ACTUAL EARNINGS OR EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL RESULTS CAN BE VERIFIED UPON REQUEST. YOUR
LEVEL OF SUCCESS IN ATTAINING THE RESULTS CLAIMED IN OUR MATERIALS DEPENDS ON THE TIME YOU DEVOTE TO THE
PROGRAM, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES MENTIONED, YOUR FINANCES, KNOWLEDGE AND VARIOUS SKILLS. SINCE THESE
FACTORS DIFFER ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUALS, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR SUCCESS OR INCOME LEVEL. NOR ARE WE
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS.
MATERIALS IN OUR PRODUCT AND OUR WEBSITE MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT INCLUDES OR IS BASED UPON
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995. FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS GIVE OUR EXPECTATIONS OR FORECASTS OF FUTURE EVENTS. YOU CAN IDENTIFY THESE
STATEMENTS BY THE FACT THAT THEY DO NOT RELATE STRICTLY TO HISTORICAL OR CURRENT FACTS. THEY USE WORDS
SUCH AS “ANTICIPATE,” “ESTIMATE,” “EXPECT,” “PROJECT,” “INTEND,” “PLAN,” “BELIEVE,” AND OTHER WORDS AND TERMS OF
SIMILAR MEANING IN CONNECTION WITH A DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL EARNINGS OR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE.
ANY AND ALL FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS HERE OR ON ANY OF OUR SALES MATERIAL ARE INTENDED TO EXPRESS
OUR OPINION OF EARNINGS POTENTIAL. MANY FACTORS WILL BE IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING YOUR ACTUAL RESULTS AND
NO GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE RESULTS SIMILAR TO OURS OR ANYBODY ELSES, IN FACT NO
GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE ANY RESULTS FROM OUR IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES IN OUR MATERIAL.
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